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rEBECCA AUBREY, SOUTH WINDSOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS

based language school, Agaram Tamil Padasalai, to join in their
annual convocation celebration. My Tamil-speaking students gave me
a slew of pointers, down to what to wear and how to do my hair. As
we devoured the amazing Indian lunch we were served, we joined the
Tamil community in watching videos of their students preparing
traditional foods and performing traditional songs. While the
language, the ceremony, and the food were all very different from
the Spanish language and culture that I teach, I was touched by our
shared mission: to develop and celebrate language learning and
cultural understanding. Continue reading...

My first trip to Europe in ten years was invigorating and exciting, for so many reasons, among them are:
The joy of travel and the engagement with culture. I remembered my intense love of exploring new places and learning
every moment, and to do so with equally passionate educators was a gift. Especially after more than two years of the
worldwide pandemic, to be using my passport again felt like a dream.

Continue reading...

OUTGOING PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
aMANDA ROBUSTELLI-PRICE, GLASTONBURY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

The end of the school year is always a time of transition and reflection. For me, this June was even more
so as I wrapped up my two years as president of CT COLT, and also prepared to leave the classroom for a
new role in the coming school year. Right after final exams were assessed and my grades were finalized, I
was lucky to have the opportunity to travel to Salamanca, Spain, with a group of educators from my
district. 

2023 CT COLT TEACHER OF THE YEAR: yensen sierra lambert
It is our great honor to officially announce that Yensen Sierra Lambert has been named the 2022-2023
CT COLT Language Teacher of the Year. Yensen is the current Department Chair of World Languages at
Greens Farms Academy in Westport, CT, where she teaches Spanish in the Upper School. In addition to
teaching Spanish at the high school level, Yensen has co-authored and contributed to several
textbooks, and works for the College Board developing AP instructional materials. Her  

students, both current and former, praise her for encouraging them to "stretch" their learning by applying Spanish to a
variety of experiences. We look forward to having her share more with our membership about her passion for
developing proficiency and teaching in the target language. We could not be prouder as an organization to have
Yensen representing us as our Teacher of the Year!

Continue reading about yensen...

On a beautiful, sunny Sunday this past May I found
myself, along with CT COLT Past President Amanda
Robustelli-Price and Vice President Melissa Tubbs,
walking towards a colorfully decorated pavilion in a
Connecticut park. We were invited by a community-

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18GS1e_NNwD5eJrrrquGp0QnDOYQmlO_m/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZZIHSM_eKGj8Czo5ZHM0qvTgFgM0_r7W/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FRYZYSDyyiEICyG_YADiM-jmnbvyk5-F/view?usp=sharing
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CT COLT 2023 Middle School Essay Contest Winner: Shreysht Rajesh

CT COLT Board Member Spotlight: Caitlin Swan, Enfield Public Schools

advocacy

CT Connecticut Council of 
Language Teachers (COLT) @ct_colt @CT_COLT newsletter@ctcolt.org

Irving A. Roberts Middle School & Agaram Tamil Padasalai

Social media coordinator and new teacher advocate!

There are 7,117 spoken languages in the world. More than half the world’s population speaks only 23 of these
languages. Roughly 40% of the world’s languages are almost extinct, with less than 1000 speakers. Most of these
endangered languages are usually related to some sort of culture or communities. According to Berlitz.com,
“Languages create reality. When a language dies out, part of a culture dies too.” If just letting a language die out
has such adverse effects, what can we do to help? ...

Continue reading...

through. I wanted to share some great advocacy stories that you can use in your classrooms and conversations with
students to discuss the benefits of being language learners and teachers. Lead with Languages has an interview series
called “Ask Away,” in which a variety of language learners and users are featured...

Continue reading...

CT COLT 2023 High School Essay Contest Winner: Julianna Assis
Shelton high school

Continue reading...

Uconn neag school of education

Continue reading...

“Language comes first. It’s not that language grows out of consciousness, if you haven’t got language, you
can’t be conscious.” -Alan Moore. Studying language broadens students’ cultural awareness/acceptance,
encourages diplomacy, and increases students’ capacity for conflict resolution. Language studies are crucial for
students to develop connections across cultures and communities and are beneficial to global politics of the
future. 
In studying language, students are exposed to numerous cultures, and their preconceived notions of culture are
redefined. “Being culturally aware is the key to effective communication” (Foreman & Frieden, 2021). Language is
important to broadening a student's knowledge of world cultures through developed comprehension of foreign
media, increased respect for foreigners and their native culture, and expanded capacity for travel without a
language barrier... 

1. Please tell membership a little bit about yourself and your journey into teaching up to this point. 
 First, I just want to thank Melissa Tubbs and the team for considering me for this piece. I am so excited
for these opportunities to get involved with COLT in new ways! 
 I am originally from Vermont and am the oldest of 6 kiddos in a blended family. I love to go to
concerts (and probably go to around 10 each year), spend time with my dog Jep, eat yummy food, and 

travel. One of my favorite destinations is Miami, where I have visited many years in a row. I hope to return to Granada,
Spain, a special place to me, as soon as I can. My passion for language started in high school where I had the most
amazing teacher (yes, I’m calling you out Beth Lapman). I always wanted to be just like her and will never forget how she
made her students feel. I too wanted that super power! So off to school I went to become a teacher. I started my
teaching journey at UConn, where I interned in some great partner districts, and accepted a middle school position in my
current district. 

I have very much enjoyed these two years as Advocacy Coordinator at CT COLT and am sorry to be
stepping down--but not too sorry, as I will be on a well-earned sabbatical for 2022-2023. While I wasn’t
able to get as much accomplished as I would have liked to (hello Advocacy Committee, I’m sorry I
dropped the ball on our meetings!) I was happy to connect with all of you on local and global
advocacy-related issues during these “unprecedented times” that we are all thoroughly tired of going 

Hasta pronto and more advocacy stories

https://drive.google.com/file/d/13fg5OhbDZxUJj-gCXhJ5LrFQx7RsPxO4/view?usp=sharing
https://www.leadwithlanguages.org/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FeM2Qt9_Wjc1C1pUEyM-tkqI2Xm-30U0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13fg5OhbDZxUJj-gCXhJ5LrFQx7RsPxO4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19SPKGB63jK9A2Iyr1yKR1xE_sGPq0Xy7/view?usp=sharing
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Interpreting Language Learning Through Art: Katharine Thompson

Personal Perspectives

CT Connecticut Council of 
Language Teachers (COLT) @ct_colt @CT_COLT newsletter@ctcolt.org

2023 CT COLT artwork contest grand prize winner, glastonbury high school

How did you decide upon sculpture as your medium?
I have enjoyed working with clay since elementary school when I first made little pinch pot animals, but I really
fell in love with the medium during quarantine. I had taken a ceramics class at school in the fall of my freshman year,
before the pandemic, and every technique was better than the last. However, when asynchronous learning began in the
spring, my growing free time allowed me to explore and experiment further. Since then, I have taken ceramics twice
more and I intend to take AP art with a focus on ceramics next year. 

When my teacher, Señora Dougan, told my class about the contest and theme, I thought this would be a great time to
showcase my skill. With criteria to follow and a deadline to complete the work by, I was able to make a schedule and
keep myself on pace while also enjoying myself...

Continue reading...

My First Year Adapting to a Post-
Pandemic World: Ally Cianci
Rockville High School

Continue reading...

In early September, I knew it was going to
be an interesting challenge this year when
mentors would ask me how my first year
teaching was going and in responding to
my comments, several of them 

acknowledged with feedback of their own along the
lines of: This year reminds me of my first year teaching
with how difficult it has already been. Being a first
year teacher and also experiencing the year that our
state returned from COVID mandated virtual learning
simultaneously was fortuitous. Adding to the
challenge that awaited me in the classroom, my
previous year of student teaching had been entirely
conducted on Zoom. I think I can speak for most
educators, when we all reflect on the drastic
changes in behavior, expectations, and social norms
that made this year unpredictable and chaotic at
times. After the pandemic isolation, education had
shifted tremendously...

Year in Review: Successes and
Challenges of a First(ish)-Year
Teacher
Timothy Edwards Middle School

Continue reading...

Hello CT COLT Newsletter readers! My name
is Joshua Zmarzly and I’m a 6th grade
Spanish teacher in South Windsor. I’m
originally from the Midwest, where I
started my teaching career during the 

‘20-’21 school year as a German teacher at the middle
and high school levels in Fargo, ND (as a sticker on
my laptop reads, “Yes, like the movie…it is a real
place…”). I’ll be answering some questions about my
experiences as a new-ish educator here in Connecticut.

What do you love about teaching Spanish to middle
school students? 
 In my short career I’ve taught 6th-12th grade, and
honestly, 6th graders have been by far my favorite
age group to work with. They’re creative, energetic,
messy, hilarious, and most importantly, enthusiastic. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/162gT-eZN0I0jcFtYv9cSLH84PIu4HN4A/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zsTuyANJrm4apGkI4ORcahWSgKoiCfr6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qLjaM-WuTg1PTjXcxoyYstEd9SdqxzHO/view?usp=sharing
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Virtual? In-person? AATF-CT Has All the Bases Covered!

CT Connecticut Council of 
Language Teachers (COLT) @ct_colt @CT_COLT newsletter@ctcolt.org

Melissa Tubbs, Region 19

The 2022 Valise was expanded and structured into 4 different categories of activities for 2022. The first category
was "Compétitions," which featured contest activities that required submissions to a Padlet to be chosen for a prize.
The second category was "Activités pédagogiques," a selection of in-class activities, much like the 2021 offerings.

Continue reading...

news from organizations

 knowledge that are linked to their home language. This reservoir of first language (L1) resources can help them
bootstrap into English reading and writing, especially during the early stages of learning to read and write.
Starting a new school can be hard enough for a student without also adding in not being able to speak the same
language as most of your classmates. Continue reading...

CITA: Embracing Our Roots
Carla destafenis, north haven public schools

The CT chapter of AATF spent the spring organizing two events to cater to the diverse needs of their
membership. As the pandemic was in a state of flux, with cases once again rising and widespread
uncertainty around masking procedures, the organization decided to offer two events: the second
annual virtual Valise d’Activités; and an in-person Réunion Printanière. Both events focused on
engagement, morale-building, and bite-sized professional development. 

I am a first generation American but for most of my youth, I didn’t really understand what that
meant. When my grandmother would ask me a question in her native Italian dialect, I would answer
in something resembling “Itanglish” (that is half Italian and half English). My sisters and I grew up
bilingual and we were fortunate to travel to Italy to see our family which immersed us in the
language and culture. In our household we referenced “Italian bread” versus “American bread” and 

Reflections from the CT COLT & NECTFL 2022 Teacher of the Year 
trudy Anderson, new haven public schools

growth. I was honored to represent the state at NECTFL and to be named the 2022-2023 Teacher of the Year. As
important, I have also been able to network with many dedicated educators who tirelessly advocate for the
profession.

Continue reading...

Happy summer! What a year we’ve had!
Throughout this year I have been thinking about the word “community” as it applies to our profession
and our students. Working during an isolating pandemic has made me appreciate the community I have in
CT COLT. I have been honored to represent CT COLT as the 2021-2022 Teacher of Year. Because of COLT, I
have learned new ways to advocate for the teaching of languages and have been encouraged to try
new endeavors and also to give back to a community that has been essential to my professional 

CAPELL: Best Practices to Support Multilingual Learners - Peer
Mentoring to New Arrivals
marcelo sousa, north haven public schools

 “Creating a positive environment for English language learners through practices like peer
mentoring can help them feel more engaged in their education,” says Marcelo Sousa, ESOL teacher
at North Haven High School. In order to develop oral and written language success, learners must
use English to convey meaning. One way to do this is through a curriculum that pairs learners with
more proficient speakers. multilingual learners have a reservoir of skills, strategies and 

“Italian coffee” vs “American coffee”. It wasn’t until I started using these expressions around my friends when they
would ask “What’s American bread?”. I had no idea that culturally, I was different, apparently really different. Even
my other Italian-American friends ate “pizza chiena” for Easter which my family did not because we weren’t from
southern Italy. Continue reading...

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UM0_WPVByKYYsvjwo1TspuJ3Sa1_lFqE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LGqyewmh6kzZeEMwHfX2oFVwhlOaH9dO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ykZBMDarRAclyna5U6aDrlMhtnC8z4Ce/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uiWPpNytq9DYsnCmbJmcMnuGzdQ0M5YM/view?usp=sharing
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news from organizations

ACTR: 2021 National Russian Essay Contest
John Rook, smith middle school

This year the National Russian Essay Contest, sponsored by ACTR (American Council of Teachers of
Russian) celebrated its 40th anniversary. The Co-Chairs of the 2021 NREC were Paavo Husen, John R.
Rook, and Phillip Stosberg. The contest took place during the week of November 15-19, 2021. This year
730 high school and middle school students of Russian wrote essays in the 40th Annual ACTR
National Russian Essay Contest on the topic «Дружба» (“Friendship”). This dedicated group of 

NNELL Early Language Connect Recap
Marisa Lewis, timothy edwards middle school

Continue reading...

On Saturday April 30th, early language educators from the Northeast Region gladly spent their
Saturday in the company of kindred spirits at Orchard Hill Elementary School in South Windsor. The first
Annual Early Language Connect, titled "When Should Multilingualism Begin? It’s Elementary!"
conference was a one-day professional development, similar to the well-established "FLES Fest" that
Wisconsin has hosted for the last 34 years and the New York Dalton School "FLES Fest" that has been
running for 7 years.

Continue reading...
traditional learners, heritage learners, and native speakers represented 32 schools and 39 teachers in 15
states and the District of Columbia.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1R7bZ4gvixFCG78A9Vo7ymcZUNMHptE7E/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RjY90WsFcIK9VBbbWb69GhxijaJCRVq7/view?usp=sharing
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CT COLT is pleased to announce, recognize, and congratulate the winners of the CT COLT 2022 Awards and Scholarships.
The committee was touched by the dedication of the teachers and students. It is with great pride that we announce the

winners of the following scholarships:
Student Scholarships:

Kenneth A. Lester-Summer Immersion Scholarship- Charles Gallagher (Quinnipiac University)
Irene Stanislawczyk Scholarship- Serena Nadeau (CCSU)

Teacher Scholarships:
Helen Amaral Scholarship- Mary D'Orvilliers (Cromwell High School)

Jane G. Graveen Scholarship- Ni Zhen (Noah Webster MicroSociety Magnet School, Hartford, CT)
Please check the website for other scholarship opportunities. We hope you will consider applying or nominating someone

in the future for one of these awards or scholarships. If you have any questions, please reach out to
awards@ctcolt.org

news from ct colt!

CT Connecticut Council of 
Language Teachers (COLT) @ct_colt @CT_COLT newsletter@ctcolt.org

The CT COLT Essay Contest is an annual event open to
middle and high school students whose teachers are
members of CT COLT. The goals for the Essay Contest
are (1) to offer students a voice with regard to world
language education and policies, in addition to
recognizing excellence in research, documentation,
and writing and (2) to have an exemplary piece of
writing that CT COLT may use for advocacy; to that
end, the essay needs to be in English. Each year, the
Essay Contest has a different theme, as well as a
series of prompting questions that help students
compose their work. 

The CT COLT Poetry Contest is an annual event open
to students in grades 7 through 12 whose teachers are
members of CT COLT. This year, the contest was
renamed in honor of long-time board member and
treasurer, Paul M. St. Louis and took place on
Wednesday, April 20, 2022 virtually on Zoom. The
members of the 2022 CT COLT Poetry Contest
Committee were Beth Lapman, John R. Rook, Michelle
Nicklas and Matthew Mangino of Wethersfield High
School who also served as the host school for the
contest. 

2022 CT COLT Essay Contest 2022 CT COLT Poetry Contest
John Rook, COntest chair John Rook, COntest co-chair

Continue reading... Continue reading...

to all the winners of the CT COLT 2022 Student Awards for Excellence!
Chaired by Catharine Kimberly, Newtown Public Schools

See all the winners here! 

https://ctcolt.org/awards-contests/
mailto:awards@ctcolt.org
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PTXKEN5FflUwNAbYqIG7THuCWr7tUiOL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OfX9RdYHtlREAeUx4XI4FZxH04hoCGRa/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1try-1Dn-HAlJMNj7Q4cx_3NmF0qkaE6r/view?usp=sharing


Deepening
Connections Across
Languages, Cultures, &
Communities

CT COLT Fall Conference 2022
 October 20, 7:30 am-3:15 pm, Dunkin' Donuts Park

Click below to...

submit a proposal!

recommend a student for our
Student Panel!

join the planning committee!

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSez5d31RWSPhfSb5Qe06xZTy20Lat8x9ROn69YfmovJXW6T1Q/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScZWHQbPhcq9StVufRVPUGl2VDSmwSbGh_Vrx_7dJGm4fRe4A/viewform?usp=sf_link
mailto:tubbsm@ctcolt.org

